[Radioadaptive enhancement of the repair of UV-induced postreplication gaps in Escherichia coli DNA].
Postreplication DNA repair (PRR) in UV-irradiated Escherichia coli WP2 uvrA (tryptophan-dependent strain) and K12 AB1886 uvrA6 pre-irradiated by gamma-rays in low doses (radioadaptation, the first stress effect) has been investigated. PRR was found to be more effective after incubation in the growth medium (for 45-60 min) than in non-radioadapted cells: the repair of postreplication gaps increased by 6-15%. If cells of WP2 uvrA strain were incubated after UV-irradiation in media lacking tryptophan or casamin acids (the second stress effect), PRR was seen to increase as early as within 15 min of incubation and it is more effective than at the first stress. After a 30-60 min incubation the double stress effect leads to an increase in postreplication gap repair by 23-45%. In this case almost all the gaps prove to be repaired. The second stress alone exerts no influence on PPR efficiency. It is supposed that a preliminary radioadaptation may stimulate synthesis of a protein (proteins) of the SOS-response (presumably DNA polymerase V). The second stress effect apparently induces synthesis of an unknown factor (or depreesses synthesis of a MmrA-like protein), and this in cooperation with a protein newly synthesized during radioadaptation significantly increases the efficiency of PPR.